Title: The Phaidra Experience

Subtitle: To ensure digital objects can be located, rendered, accessed and interpreted in the future

Subject:
An international network of academic institutions
University of Vienna,
University of the Applied Arts, Vienna, Austria
University of Music and the Performing Arts, Graz, Austria
Università Padova, Italy
University of Belgrade, Serbia
University of Kragujevac, Serbia
University of Nis, Serbia,
University Crne Gore, Montenegro
The Council of Austrian University Libraries (ubifo), Austria
FWF Austrian Science Fund, Austria

Text:
Phaidra, (Permanent Hosting, Archiving and Indexing of Digital Resources and Assets)
Maintaining information, in a correct and independently understandable form, over the long term

- Phaidra stands for reliable long-term archiving and gives educational, research- and management staff, the possibility to publish, to store digital data and resources and to archive them indefinitely.
- Phaidra enables users to archive objects at the university and to permanently secure them, to create them systematically and to supplement them with metadata archive objects for an unlimited period of time - and to have world-wide access to them.
- Phaidra provides a good frame in order to implement an open-access policy, e-learning strategies, self-archiving strategies and build a better record of the University’s achievements.

Content providers: Researchers, lecturers, University management
Users: Professionals, national institutions (cultural heritage), cooperating researchers from outside the University
Applications: Specialized tools for accessing, viewing, editing and eventually storing digital assets

For further info: info@phaidra.org | www.phaidra.org